ABSTRACT Computer vision technology has made great progress in practice in recent years, and it also has broad application prospects in turbidity detection. Turbidity detection plays an important role in water environment science, but popular turbidity detection methods have some limitations in aspects of cost, convenience, and space-time coverage. Based on above reasons, researchers are devoted to developing image-based turbidity detection methods as a complementary or even alternative to the popular turbidity detection method. However, the use of computer vision technology to detect turbidity is affected by many factors such as imaging system, feature extraction, model selection, and so on. Currently, there is no comparison and analysis of these methods in a framework. Therefore, this paper introduces typical turbidity detection methods based on computer vision in detail, with their principle, measurement range, accuracy, technical framework, and comparison. In this paper, existing studies are divided into four types according to different image sources, and seven image features mainly used in these studies are pointed out. The objective of this paper is to review the development status, existing problems, future research directions of image-based turbidity detection methods, and establishment of a unified framework which includes principles, technical framework, and main equipment of imaging systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Water is the source of mankind and all lives. Turbidity, which refers to a common usage of the term that is the optical clarity of water or liquid, is an important indicator of water quality detection. Turbidity is also a relative indicator used to replace other physical properties such as suspended sediment concentration (SSC) and total suspended solids (TSS) [1] , [2] . In addition, turbidity can reflect the content of other substances in the water, such as chlorophyll, organic matter, microorganisms, etc. [3] , [4] . Hence, turbidity detection is of great significance for environmental protection, aquatic ecosystems, and drinking water safety [5] - [7] .
At present, turbidimeter is a widely used turbidity detection method, which includes laboratory detection methods and online instrument detection methods. The advantage of laboratory detection methods is high accuracy [8] . However, there are some obvious disadvantages, e.g., high cost, professional operation, lack of real-time performance, and impossible to obtain accurate samples in large spaces and long-time spans. On the contrary, online instrument detection methods are guaranteed in real-time, but its accuracy is easily affected by stains in water. It is also difficult to be fixed and be cleaned in the center of water [9] , and high cost of instrument deployment makes it difficult to undertake. Meanwhile, the difficulty to operate and fragile instrument features are also huge challenges for its use and promotion.
With the development of computer vision, it has become one of the most successful fields of artificial intelligence at present, and many related technologies have been developed rapidly and industrialized, such as face recognition [10] , autonomous vehicles [11] , and plant identification [12] . Additionally, this technology has been applied to water quality monitoring, such as the detection of chlorophyll and flocculating agent [13] , [14] . Turbidity detection based on computer vision is not only beneficial to water environment research and protection, but also plays an important role in underwater machine vision and environmental awareness of citizen [15] , [16] . Using computer vision, we can get highresolution images and accelerate the model establishment through cheap but parallel hardware, extract more salient features and achieve better image interpretation through stateof-the-art algorithms, and build a model with good generalization and high accuracy through big data in the Internet of Things.
Therefore, computer vision technology provides enough theoretical and practice basis for turbidity detection. This technology with low-cost, high-precision, simple to operation, and easy to promote features can arrive at a good level with economic and social benefits. The main factors that have led to the development of turbidity detection methods based on computer vision are: (1) it benefits from the development of computer vision and pattern recognition, e.g., algorithm, hardware, and image data; (2) the prospect of achieving high accuracy and high resolution is proven in existing researches; (3) it provides a kind of turbidity detection method to balance cost, convenience, and space-time coverage; (4) it is of great significance to the awareness of water environment protection for each citizen. For example, the use of smartphones is suitable for environmentalists and even each citizen to supervise water quality; the use of surveillance video is suitable for long-term water quality observations; and the use of UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) for shooting is suitable in larger areas.
In this paper, we introduce the principle, method, and system of turbidity detection methods based on computer vision technology in detail. First of all, it is found that image-based turbidity detection methods have wide application value by comparing with the current popular turbidity detection methods. Secondly, we sum up a unified framework of principles, technical framework, and main equipment of imaging systems. Thirdly, we summarize four types of methods according to different image sources including sampled image, underwater image, water surface image, and invisible light image. The classification criteria are based on differences in image acquisition methods and differences in image features. Note, the invisible light image, such as infrared image and remote sensing image, has been widely used in turbidity monitoring of the river basin [17] , [18] . In the first three types of methods, we review seven image features. Finally, we compare the range and accuracy of these methods from three perspectives with typical methods, image sources, and image features.
This paper helps to find a turbidity detection method used in a wider range of applications to replace the fragile, expensive, difficult to maintain and operate instrument detection method. This review will attract more researchers in the field of computer vision to develop image-based turbidity detection technology. In particular, the application of this technology to smartphones will enhance the protection of the water environment and aquatic ecosystems by governments and citizens. Additionally, this paper also provides ideas for the detection of other water quality parameters, e.g., chlorophyll detection, which will help develop a new water quality detection technology. In conclusion, we provide a comparison and framework to find better feature extraction and modeling methods, and we also present state-of-the-art turbidity detection methods based on computer vision, which balance cost, convenience, and space-time coverage. The framework and summary of existing literatures are shown in Fig. 1 , with more details presented in Section 2 and Section 3. The main contributions of this review article are as follows:
• Four types of methods are divided according to the different sources of image acquisition.
• Seven kinds of image features are summarized based on different image features.
• A unified framework has been established which includes principles, technical framework and typical systems.
• The quantitative comparison of the range and error of the existing methods.
• The future work is directed such as systems, algorithms and unified standards. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic concepts of turbidity and the comparison of popular turbidity detection methods. In addition, it also summarizes a unified principle, system, and technical framework. Section 3 reviews the existing research from four types and seven image features, and summarizes the characteristics and improvements of each type. In Section 4, we discuss the feasibility of using computer vision technology to detect turbidity through quantitative analysis. Finally, we give a conclusion for the paper, and point out some potential improvement in future.
II. FRAMEWORK OF TURBIDITY DETECTION BASED ON COMPUTER VISION
In this section, we first introduce some basic concepts related to this paper, e.g. turbidity units and mainstream measurement methods, and then compare the mainstream turbidity detection methods and image-based turbidity detection methods. Next, basic principle of image-based turbidity detection method is introduced, and system structures and technical framework are summarized. Finally, turbidity detection methods based on computer vision are classified into four types according to different sources of images.
A. CONCEPTS AND CONTRASTS
The widely used turbidity units are FNU, NTU, FTU, and FAU. In Table 1 , we present measurement principles of these units, standard solutions required, standard organization, and instruments that use these units. In conclusion, only FAU is measured by spectrophotometer [19] . The principle corresponding to different units is generally different, and turbidity units in the references are not uniform, but they are all calibrated by Formazin solution, so these units are equal in measuring turbidity with the same standard solution [20] . In this paper, NTU is used as turbidity unit and converts all other units used in the reference.
The turbidimeter is the main method to measure turbidity at present. As shown in HASH 2100AN turbidimeter [21] , the measurement range is 0-10000 NTU, the error is distributed between 2% and 10% according to different range settings, and the resolution can reach 0.001 NTU. However, the price of this instrument can be as high as thousands of dollars. In contrast, the spectrophotometer has a low cost for the turbidimeter, but it only uses the attenuation degree of the transmitted light as the measurement principle, resulting in a large error in the measurement result [22] . The earlier measurement method is visual nephelometry, and the principle of this method is to observe the similarity between sample and standard solution by human eyes [23] . In Table 2 , we compare these methods to show that the image-based method has good balance between cost, accuracy, and convenience.
B. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS
Compared with visual nephelometry method and instrumental analysis method, the turbidity detection method based on computer vision can be applied to more scenes because of different image acquisition methods. According to different sources of images, we classify the turbidity detection methods based on computer vision into four types: sampled image, underwater image, water surface image, and invisible light image. In general, the basic principle of these methods is same, which is summarized in Fig. 2 . When light source is irradiated into the liquid, because the absorption, transmission, and scattering of the light in the liquid with different turbidity level are different, and the degree of attenuation is measured in different ways (e.g. photoelectric converter, imaging, etc.) from different angles. Moreover, the relationship model between turbidity values and image features is established. As shown in Fig. 2 , when light passes through impurity particles in water, attenuation will occur in all directions [2] . When the measured liquid is regarded as a whole, whether using a turbidimeter or computer vision methods, the attenuation degree in the transmission direction, the 90 degree scattering direction, or both directions can be measured. Therefore, the idea of image-based turbidity detection method still does not deviate from the popular methods. Whether using turbidimeter or image-based methods, the basic principle are both attenuation degrees of absorption, transmission, or scattering when the light passes through different turbidity liquid. These methods basically all require standard comparison or standard proofreading established by instruments such as turbidimeter. According to this principle, the basic structure of turbidity detection system based on computer vision includes light source, image acquisition device, and image processing equipment.
As shown in Fig. 3 , it is one of the key steps to establish the correspondence between image features and standard comparison libraries in the technical framework, which is similar to image annotation in the field of computer vision. The entire technical framework is mainly composed of five modules: water image acquisition, image preprocessing, feature extraction, establishment of a standard comparison library, and determination of correspondence relationship. No matter the interference of light, background, and even imaging technology, all images contain some noise, so the preprocessing of the image, such as image denoising, image enhancement, image segmentation, etc., is not necessary, but it is effective to improve accuracy.
Nevertheless, there are also some differences of how to preprocess images from different sources. For example, it is not necessary to enhance images if high-contrast background is artificially set for sampling. In feature extraction module, this paper presents seven image features, including luminance, color, shape, gray histogram, frequency domain feature, gray feature, and gray gradient. The establishment of a precise standard comparison library is important to ensure accuracy. In the establishment of relational model, we can establish linear relationship, polynomial relationship, power relationship, and neural network model between extracted features and standard comparison libraries. In addition, the standard comparison library is used to obtain the turbidity value of the water to be measured by turbidimeter, or to obtain the corresponding image of the water to be measured with equal turbidity interval in the turbidity measurement range. Finally, we establish a turbidity discriminant model through the standard comparison library, that is, the model between the image features and measured values, or the model between the water image to be measured and the reference turbidity image in the standard comparison library, so as to obtain the corresponding turbidity value of the real-time image.
Turbidity detection is performed based on images from different sources, and different image sources correspond to different application scenarios. Based on this reason, we set VOLUME 6, 2018 up a classification standard for image-based turbidity detection methods. These methods are not applicable to the same range of time and space. Turbidity detection methods based on the sampled image do not have advantages in time, space, and cost, because sampling is artificially needed, but it can improve the accuracy because it is under a controllable sampling condition such as manual control of the background and light source. Turbidity detection methods based on underwater image have no spatial advantage, but it can be adapted to long-term and fixed-point detection in the underwater vertical delamination. Turbidity detection methods based on water surface images can be applied to different occasions because the direct shooting methods can also be different, e.g. smartphone, surveillance, aerial photography, etc. Turbidity detection methods based on remote sensing image can be applied to long-term and whole-basin turbidity detection.
III. TURBIDITY DETECTION WITH DIFFERENT IMAGE SOURCES
In this section, there are four types of turbidity detection methods based on computer vision from different image sources. The general idea of each method is the same, that is, to establish a relationship model between acquired images and standard comparison libraries. However, different image sources lead to different system structures, different image processing methods, and different relationship models. The details of typical turbidity detection methods based on computer vision are summarized in Appendix. For each method, we introduce principles, main system structures, and technical framework according to the unified technical framework.
A. SAMPLED IMAGE
The turbidity detection method based on sampled images is artificially sampled, and then water sample is placed in a specific environment for image acquisition. Next, the extracted features are compared to a standard comparison library to establish a relationship between turbidity value and image features.
1) LUMINANCE
The degree of attenuation from the luminance of different sample images can reflect the turbidity value in a sample. Mullins et al. [26] proposed a turbidity detection method based on sampled images called camera estimated turbidity (CET). As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the whole system consists of glass vessel, infrared light source, and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera, which is a typical system structure of sampled image methods. Moreover, stirrer is also used in the CET method to keep a uniform turbidity distribution of sample, but it is not drawn in the vessel for simplicity and uniformity. In CET, the camera shutter is controlled by MATLAB program, which can obtain multiple images of each sample, and then the average value of light intensity is used to reduce error. The direction of light source is orthogonal to the direction of camera, similar to the 90 degree scattering principle of the instrument measurement method. The design idea of CET method is roughly the same as most turbidity detection methods based on computer vision, which can be divided into image acquisition, image preprocessing, feature extraction, establishment of a standard comparison library, and establishment of a corresponding relationship between standard libraries and image features. The image preprocessing module mainly includes image segmentation. Before this operation, the sample image is augmented by mixing and diluting samples with different ratios to obtain a larger image dataset. Image segmentation is to avoid the impact of vessel structure on experiments, and the vortex area should be separated when the sample is stirred by agitators. This method selects 3/11 part in the middle of the vessel as a region of interest (ROI), which is the width of measurement channel for measuring the attenuation degree of light. The extracted image feature is the number of pixels in the ROI when the incident light intensity drops to 63% of the intensity of light source. The standard comparison library is established by using spectrophotometer to measure the average value of water samples correspondingly. The corresponding relationship is a linear relationship between the numbers of pixels whose luminance is higher than the threshold and the measured turbidity value.
2) COLOR
It may be a very intuitive method to establish the model between color features and turbidity, but color features are decomposed into combination of red, blue, and green band (RGB). Hamidi et al. [27] used smartphones to acquire RGB images, and then convert them to mean greyscale index (MGI). Moreover, the regression relationship between MGI and standard turbidity sample is established. However, the measurement rang of this method is only 0 to 100 NTU. Toivanen et al. [28] and Näykki et al. [29] described a device called Secchi3300. The system contains Secchi3300 measurement device, smartphone with a measurement application (MA), and a server for image processing and standard library storage. In order to get the maximum luminance, the plastic container (i.e., vessel) of Secchi3300 is transparent on one side that needs to face the brightest part of the sky. There are white, black, and gray object regions in two parts of the plastic container at two vertical intervals. MA is used to send pictures, addresses, and time information to the server. The role of the server includes receiving images, extracting features, determining, and result feedback.
The principle of Secchi3000 method is based on comparison of light intensity measured over black, white, and grey object regions at two depths. The design idea of this device is originated from Seccci Disk (SD) [30] , and the technical framework of Secchi3300 can also be divided into five modules from the general idea of image-based turbidity detection methods. The way of image acquisition is to capture images through a small hole on the container, and further process includes template matching and image segmentation. The extracted feature is reflectivity difference of the same color area at different depths. Meanwhile, the establishment VOLUME 6, 2018 of standard comparison library is based on laboratory instruments to detect the same samples correspondingly, and linear relationship model is established and also calibrated by laboratory measurements such as turbidimeter.
However, the Secchi3000 method can only detect one sample at a time. Wang et al. [25] proposed a more automated method that detects turbidity based on RGB reflectivity of sampled images. The main equipment of their system includes charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, light source, filter, card feeding system, and computer. The reason why the blue filter is chosen is that CCD crystal has high absorption of blue light on the surface of silicon crystal. A card feed system is used to automatically acquire different sample images. Later, image processing is done on the computer. The technical framework of this method is also divided into five modules, and the standard comparison library is still measured by a turbidimeter in laboratory. It is found that the changes in the B band have significant regularity in features of three RGB bands, but in order to avoid the influence of brightness and temperature, the difference value of B band and G band is used in the experiment as the final image feature. Finally, three degree polynomial is used as discriminant model. This method is more automated through card feed system, and CCD unit can acquire images from multiple samples automatically and quickly. This method is satisfactory in range and accuracy because of band combination and CCD camera selection. Pilz et al. [31] describes optical characteristics of CCD and light source composition systems, and indicated that there are more suitable light sources for this type of systems.
Jamale and Pardeshi [32] presented a turbidity detection method which is slightly different from the above method. The difference is that the standard comparison library is the RGB relationship between standard turbidity images and measured images, i.e., the image-to-image correspondence is directly used instead of the image-to-value correspondence. However, measurement range of this method is only 0-5 NTU, and accuracy is worse than that of CCD method. In contrast, the equipment of this method is relatively simple. The system consists of light source, camera, computer, and white container in a box. Firstly, samples are placed in the box to avoid interference from external light and other background. Secondly, standard turbidity samples between 0-5 NTU are configured. They photograph images of these samples, record their maximum and minimum values of RGB reflectivity as extracted features, and set up a standard comparison library including these feature values. Thirdly, maximum and minimum values of RGB reflectivity are compared and a nearest rank is found in the standard comparison library. This method is low in cost and helps to avoid background and light interference, but the measuring range is small. One of main reasons is that the relationship model between sample image and turbidity value is not directly established, but the feature relationship between sample images and standard image is established. Another reason is that this method uses only a sealed dark environment as the background.
3) SHAPE
In the method of detecting turbidity from image shape features, the shape features are manually set, and the relationship model is built by the number or quality of the target shape that can be detected in different turbidity samples. Robust shape detection algorithms, e.g., circles, lines, etc., are selected in computer vision. Chai et al. [33] proposed a method to detect the number of circles under different turbidity levels. The system is composed of camera, sampling container, light source, image processing unit, bracket, etc. Among them, the sample container with circular rings at the bottom, which can lift automatically, is the key for feature extraction, and the automatic elevator is used to find an appropriate imaging distance. Moreover, the circular rings are detected by circle detection algorithms in MATLAB algorithms library. Meanwhile, the principle of feature extraction is that the numbers of rings that can be detected under different turbidity levels are different, and the turbidity value of laboratory instruments is used to create a standard comparison library, and then the relationship model including linear function and logarithmic function between the standard comparison library and the number of rings is established. This system can be continuously measured by continuous pumping and drainage from water sample for measurement. In conclusion, the main difference between this method and the methods based other image features is the large requirement for image preprocessing and the high-accuracy requirement of pattern recognition algorithms for circular detection.
4) GRAY HISTOGRAM
The image grayscale feature is a statistical representation of grayscale distribution. As turbidity of the sample increases, the grayscale distribution deviates from the origin in the gray histogram. Karnawat and Patil [34] described a turbidity detection method based on image gray histogram. The system consists of camera, transparent container, light source, and computer. Similar to CET method, the position of the light source and camera are orthogonal. The technical framework of this method can be also divided into five modules, and the image preprocessing includes some general ways such as grayscale transformation, image filtering, and thresholding. In addition, the minimum resolution of these sample images is 620 * 850, which is sure to extract enough salient features. This method describes that gray histogram is more distributed in the range of 120-180 grayscale value, and the extracted feature is the peak value in this range. Finally, the standard comparison library is to establish a corresponding table between laboratory measurement values and spiking values. One advantage of this method is that the method does not need to keep stirring to maintain turbidity evenly of water sample compared with above methods. Another advantage is that it does not even require a specific container, so it can be sampled and photographed with any transparent plastic bottle.
5) SUMMARY
The main factors affecting the accuracy of different feature extraction are different. For example, we pay more attention to RGB band combinations in color features, but we pay more attention to the detection algorithm selection in shape features. However, sampled image is under a controlled condition, which is a key factor for the higher accuracy of this method compared to other image acquisition methods, so we can improve the accuracy through the following improvements:
• Background, light source, and camera. For background selection in containers, stronger contrast background can be selected, so that the contrast with ROI is more obvious. For light source selection, the more appropriate light source which attenuates more slowly can be chosen, e.g., infrared light source is less easily attenuated. Meanwhile, the camera with higher photosensitivity and higher resolution can be used to get more salient details.
• Sampling method. Inspired by Effler et al. [35] , we can use underwater robots to sample, so that we can get more accurate turbidity measurement plots in different vertical layers of water.
• Automation. Automatic sampling, automatic transmission, automatic cleaning and automatic fault detection are necessary for automation. For example, an integrated system can be constructed using CET method, in which a camera and a communication equipment are fixed in the system, and the container is added with automatic pumping and auxiliary equipment with cleaning function, so that images can be acquired and processed automatically, and the turbidity information of water quality can be obtained at a fixed location periodically.
B. UNDERWATER IMAGE
The turbidity detection method based on underwater images is very important for long-term and fixed-point detection, which can detect turbidity changes at different water depths. The special device of this method is that it needs a special underwater camera and underwater light source, which will increase its cost and operation difficulty. In addition, the uncertainty of the underwater background and the adhesion of impurities are also great challenges for this method.
1) GRADIENT AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN FEATURE
Underwater image acquisition generally only obtains the halo image of the light source in water, so the frequency domain features are more significant. Li [36] proposed a turbidity detection system based on underwater images. The system structure is shown in Fig. 4(b) , which is composed of underwater light source, underwater camera, and image processing terminal. The camera collects images transmitted by the light source and connected to the image processing terminal, which can be divided into five modules: image preprocessing, feature extraction, standard library establishment, correspondence relationship establishment, and result discrimination.
The image obtained by the system is a halo image generated after the light source transmits through water, and the halo image features are different due to different turbidity. Firstly, gray gradient features in spatial domain and spectrum features in frequency domain are extracted. Moreover, a relationship model is trained by the back propagation (BP) neural network, and the turbidity detection is carried out by this BP model. The function of the image standard library is to add turbidity labels to the feature data and verify the correctness of BP model. Next, wavelet transform is used to extract spectrum features. There are 4 hidden layers in BP neural network structures, and each layer includes 10 neurons. The output is 25 turbidity grades equally divided from 1000-6000 NTU. Experimental results show that the training error with gradient feature in BP neural networks is 3%, and the training error with frequency spectrum features in BP neural networks is 5%. The error of turbidimeter used in establishment of a standard comparison library is 5%, so the maximum error is not more than 10%. Zhang [37] also demonstrates that extracting image gradient features as input to a neural network can improve the accuracy of detecting turbidity in this method. In short, state-of-the-art results can be obtained by combining traditional feature extraction and neural networks, and we can extract more sensitive features to measure low turbidity range in the future.
2) INSPIRATION BY UNDERWATER IMAGE RESTORATION
Researchers are devoted to restoring clear images from underwater images with high turbidity [38] . Turbidity detection can be inspired by this restoration of underwater turbidity images. These studies aim to establish the correspondence between clear images and turbidity images through image features, and once the corresponding relationship is established, it can be applied to the turbidity detection based on underwater images by changing the position relation between independent variables and dependent variables. In short, if we can recover original images from underwater images with high turbidity, we detect the difficulty degree of restoring original images from underwater images, and then we can build a relationship between restoration difficulty degrees and turbidity levels. For example, AMBE (absolute mean brightness error) is a performance index to restore turbidity image to clear image, and represents the average pixel distance of current brightness from the original brightness, i.e., the pixel difference of the average level of intensity in the new and original grayscale image. If the standard of a clear image is set, AMBE value of restoring the turbidity image to this standard clear image corresponds to the turbidity of the original image.
O'Byrne et al. [39] had built an open source library called underwater lighting and turbidity image library (ULTIR) to explore the relationship between underwater visibility and the performance of computer vision methods. According to the performance change rules of some algorithms, such as edge, color, and texture features under different turbidity levels, we can reverse the turbidity level of these algorithms VOLUME 6, 2018 when they reach a performance threshold. Nevertheless, these laws are based only on three turbidity levels in ULTIR. Rodrigues et al. [40] studied how to enhance underwater images from low turbidity to high turbidity. According to the comparison between brightness and color saturation of the images under different turbidity levels, we can also establish the corresponding relationship between the feature change and the turbidity level.
3) SUMMARY
Because turbidity detection based on underwater image requires special light source, these methods are not the same as sampled images in which the solar light or the light source from a smartphone flash can be used. An uncontrollable light source and background, and the arbitrary scattering of light source will all affect imaging quality, so our possible directions include:
• Inspired by the turbidity detection method based on sampled images, we can build an underwater container with a function of automatic water absorption, drainage, and cleaning, so as to carry on the image acquisition in fixed area or fixed background for long-time span.
• Inspired by the underwater image restoration, or inspired by quantitative analysis the relationship between clarity levels of images and the difficulty degrees of image restoration in image processing, such as image denoising, image enhancement, blurred image reconstruction, etc., we can get the corresponding relationship between restoration difficulty degrees and turbidity levels.
C. WATER SURFACE IMAGE
With the popularity of smartphones, cameras, surveillance videos, and other imaging devices, the turbidity detection method based on the water surface image is a low-cost, efficient, and convenient method. This method not only benefits environmental scientists, river basin managers, and civil engineers, but also allows each citizen to care about the changes in water quality around them, so especially smartphones are the most meaningful source of images for this approach. Furthermore, as UAVs and robots are increasingly used by governments and companies, we can carry cameras on these devices to collect images for turbidity detection. Because this method has real-time performance and wide-space coverage, the application prospect of this method is also very considerable.
1) COLOR
Water surface images are susceptible to light intensity and shooting angle, so color is a significant but unstable image feature. Therefore, the combination of bands is necessary. Mizutani and Saito [41] proposed a turbidity alarm method using RGB reflectivity. The system consists of a camera and an image processing unit. The technical framework is also divided into five modules. Firstly, image preprocessing mainly includes RGB balance correction, which is to avoid the impact of different shooting angles on the experimental results. Secondly, the standard comparison library is still using the turbidity value measured by turbidimeter. Finally, the curve fitting relationship between the standard comparison library and the amplitude features of each band is established. The limitation of this method is that if the color of object region is the same as the color of surrounding areas, turbidity value can be not accurately measured, because the final results are judged according to the difference of the RGB reflectivity of each area. The use of smartphones is more frequent and common than cameras, and the method of detecting turbidity directly by shooting on a smartphone makes this technique more popular. Leeuw and Boss [42] presented a turbidity detection method based on the smartphone with an application called HydroColor. The basic principle is to estimate the water turbidity by measuring the RGB reflectivity of the water surface. The system mainly includes 18% reflectivity gray cards, and smartphones with camera and HydroColor application. HydroColor uses the digital camera of smartphone as the radiation measuring instrument of three RGB bands, and the gray card is used to measure the reflectivity of sunlight to avoid interference of different sunlight intensity at different times.
The technical framework of turbidity detection function in HydroColor also includes the steps of image feature extraction, standard comparison library establishment, corresponding relationship establishment, and turbidity discrimination. Image features are measured by measuring the ratio of RGB reflectivity between the sky, gray card, and water surface. The standard comparison library refers to the measured value by turbidimeter, and then establishes the relationship between the measured value and the reflectivity. The experimental results show that the relationship is approximately linear in the low turbidity range, i.e., turbidity = 1.06R rs (green), and the fitting relation is a power exponential function in the high turbidity range, i.e., turbidity = 22.57R rs (Red)/ (0.44 − R rs (Red)), where R rs (green) and R rs (Red) refers to the water remote sensing reflectivity of green and red band, respectively, measured by HydroColor. The experimental results also show that the exponential model is more suitable for different turbidity range detection, and the error of this model is 24%. Smartphones have been widely used as on-site optical instruments for water quality monitoring. This method extracts features by quantifying the irradiance levels of RGB reflectivity [13] .
In short, the above methods are portable and real-time detection methods, but only a small range of turbidity information can be obtained. Real-time and large-scale turbidity information can also be obtained based on computer vision technology. The use of UAVs for low-altitude shooting can be very effective to break the space limit, but the difficulty of this method is that it needs to carry a camera on the drone, and obtain the actual measured turbidity values at the same time to establish a standard comparison library. By manually launching a small UAV carrying multi-spectral imaging sensors (height below 200m, resolution is 0.2m/ pixels), Vogt and Vogt [43] got the light reflection intensity of the NI (near infrared) light and the RGB bands of water surface. The extracted feature is the proportion relationship of light reflection intensity between B component after RGB decomposition and NI light. After determining the turbidity grade measured by the Secchi method [44] , a lookup table is used to establish the relationship model.
Lim et al. [45] also proved that it is feasible to use UAVs to carry out digital cameras to detect turbidity. Image features are obtained with digital number, which is also an alternative to RGB reflectivity. It uses the correspondence between the low-altitude images and the turbidity values measured by turbidimeter as the raw data and standard comparison libraries. Then, the polynomial relationship between the reflected intensity of the three RGB bands and the measured values is finally established after brightness correcting of images taken at different angles. Nevertheless, Goddijn and White [46] presented that there is a strong linear relationship between RGB reflectivity and water quality parameters, e.g., yellow substances. Carder et al. [47] also used RGB reflectivity features to obtain the turbidity degree, which shows that when there are algae and debris in the water, the reflectivity of B band is greater than that of R band and G band; but when the oblique reflection is caused by the bottom topography, the reflectivity of B band is rather smaller.
2) GRAY
Compared with the color features, the gray features of water surface images have less dimensions to obtain enough information, but this feature is less affected by the change of external environment. Gao et al. [48] proposed a method based on image gray levels to judge whether the turbidity of sewage exceeds the standard. The basic principle is that the dark area in sewage images with suspended solids is larger than that in clean water images. Meanwhile, the whole system includes embedded system platform and image sensors. The obtained sewage image determines the object region by edge detection, and then performs grayscale processing. Moreover, the image is to be enhanced and the gray value of suspended objects in the image is increased by giving a greater weight to these areas with low gray value. Finally, the averaged gray value is the feature to be extracted. Because it is only to judge whether the sewage is qualified or not, and the corresponding relation is only comprised with the threshold value, the accuracy of this method is very low, but it has the characteristics of low power consumption and high convenience.
3) SUMMARY
There are many influence factors of turbidity detection based on water surface images. For example, it is difficult to control the intensity of the light source and the angle of light incidence, it is difficult to ensure good angle of shooting, and it is easy to be affected by the background such as water ripple. However, this method is of great significance, e.g., smartphones can be used to detect the turbidity of water around us at any time, the popularity of surveillance cameras leads to a great change in long time detection of water quality, and UAVs can carry a camera equipment to draw turbidity distribution map.
Besides, due to the easy acquisition of water surface images, we can get a large number of image datasets. For this reason, we can get a good correspondence model by training deep neural network. Khairi et al. [49] proposed a turbidity detection system based on feed-forward neural network with double hidden layers. The neural numbers of hidden layers is 20 * 10, which has achieved good results in the turbidity detection of pipeline water. The input data of the system are arranged by an optical tomography system in the pipeline, which is obtained through multiple sets of transmitting and receiving terminals.
Therefore, we also have the following tasks to ensure that the turbidity detection system based on water surface images can achieve better accuracy.
• Studying the more sensitive and robust combination of RGB band reflectivity, and using other color spaces which are less sensitive to luminance changes, such as HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space.
• Studying a deep neural network model based on a large number of image training. The classification label can be set to turbidity levels to facilitate the establishment of a standard comparison library. This method can be applied in smartphones and surveillance cameras where the trained model is placed on the server.
D. INVISIBLE LIGHT IMAGE
In the turbidity detection method based on computer vision, the way of using cameras to identify the image has the advantages of high convenience, low cost and easy popularization. However, the proportion of wave range of visible light in the whole spectrum is very small, and many researchers are devoted to establishing relation models between turbidity and other invisible light features, such as infrared images and hyperspectral images, which have been widely used in turbidity detection. The purpose of this section is to provide inspiration for feature combinations, model selection, and accuracy improvements in visible light images.
1) INFRARED IMAGE
Infrared light is less susceptible to attenuation than visible light, so ROI where features can be detected can become larger, but this method requires an additional infrared receiving device. Hussain and Nath [50] proposed a typical and convenient turbidity detection method based on infrared radiation (IR). The main equipment of their system includes smartphone, infrared LED lamp, plane concave lens, plastic bracket, and sample container. In this system, infrared LED lamp is powered by smartphone, and the infrared ray emitted by infrared LED lamp is vertically irradiated to the sample through a plane concave lens. Meanwhile, infrared receiver in the smartphone receives 90 degrees of scattering light from the sample through a small hole. Finally, the received infrared radiation intensity is used as extracted feature value. VOLUME 6, 2018 Experiments show that the measured value is linearly related to the infrared radiation intensity. The weight of whole system is only about 250 gram. The infrared receiver can also be loaded on the drone to detect a wide range of turbidity in real time. Vogt and Vogt [43] used small UAVs to obtain the light reflectivity of near infrared radiation (NIR) and RGB band at the same time, and then extracted the proportion of the B band component and NIR intensity, so as to establish look-up table between the feature and measured value. Khairi et al. [49] , [51] presented a method based on a neural network model for turbidity detection. The data sources of these methods are all collected through multiple sets of IR transmitters and receivers. Postolache et al. [52] also proposed a neural network model method based on the different locations of IR emitter to build training dataset.
2) REMOTE SENSING IMAGE
Since satellite remote sensing technology has the advantages of fast, economical, and extensive coverage, remote sensing images are widely used in countries around the world for large-scale water quality measurement, including turbidity detection [53] - [55] . The main idea of this method is to use remote sensing data, including different spatial resolution, time span, and spectral band, carried by various sensors and satellites to establish a remote sensing inversion algorithm between the optical features and water quality parameters measured at the same time [56] . Because the spectral characteristics of the turbidity of the water quality can be detected by satellite sensors, there are many studies on the inversion model to detect turbidity based on remote sensing images [57] .
These studies try to find the relationship model between turbidity and reflectivity of each band in remote sensing data. The inversion models include the empirical model, semi-empirical model, physical model, neural network model, etc. Qiu et al. [58] analyzed the relationship between the reflectivity of several bands and the turbidity value, and established a polynomial exponential relationship between the multi-band reflectivity and turbidity, in which the wavelength data come from the Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI). Ahmed et al. [71] evaluated turbidity by using single-band turbidity retrieval algorithm, which built a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), and the data came from Landsat 8 OLI (Operational Land Imager). Constantin et al. [72] used 12 years of remote sensing data to calculate the turbidity of the water surface and set up an exponential model between the turbidity and the remote sensing reflectance of the 645nm wave, and the information comes from the MODIS. In conclusion, the remote sensing data from the GOCI, MODIS, and Landsat series are commonly used for turbidity detection. In Table 3 , some sensor types, application fields, and measurement ranges are given, which indicates that turbidity detection methods based on remote sensing images have been widely used all over the world for a long time, and provides a theoretical guidance for the use of computer vision technology to detect turbidity. In recent years, deep neural network models have been playing an important role in computer vision algorithms, which is also applied to remote sensing images [73] , [74] .
3) SUMMARY
Water with different turbidity has different light reflectivity in certain bands, which are features that needs to be discovered and extracted. There is a statistical relationship or a relationship which is similar of hash tables between turbidity and reflectivity of these invisible wavelengths. This regularity allows us to establish the inversion model to estimate turbidity value according to real-time reflectivity. However, the main problem of remote sensing image detection is the need for atmospheric correction [75] . Further, existing researches show that the combination of different bands, such as addition or ratio relationship, is more robust than relationship between turbidity and single-band feature. This combination method has been practiced in remote sensing images [58] , and a more robust model has been obtained at infrared wavelengths, whether it is simple NI light [50] , or the combination of NI and RGB bands [43] . Based on the above facts, we believe that:
• Turbidity detection method based on computer vision is theoretically proved to be robust, which is based on the regular change of light reflectivity in different turbidity degree.
• During the feature extraction of the image, we can find the most sensitive feature of the turbidity change from the combination of the visible light band (e.g., the combination of RGB reflectivity and other color spaces) to improve the precision.
• Inspired by the combination of near infrared light and RGB band, other invisible bands can also be combined with visible bands for feature extraction.
IV. DISCUSSION
First of all, the turbidity range of typical water body is described as follows. The turbidity of drinking water is less than 10 NTU [76] , which is close to that of clear lake water, such as 89% of Finnish lake waters [29] . For this type of water body, a measurement method with low range and high precision is required. In addition, the turbidity range of streams, rivers and lakes is between 0-400 NTU [76] , which requires a medium range method. For agricultural farming and erosion areas, the maximum turbidity range can be close to 1000 NTU [76] . For sewage, the turbidity range can reach thousands of NTU [36] . In the latter two cases, a measurement method that requires large range is required for this type. The turbidity measurement range of turbidimeter covers 0-10000 NTU [21] , and the inversion method based on remote sensing images can only guarantee the lower root mean square error (RMSE) between the inversion value and the real value within 0-40 NTU range [62] .
However, the existing research shows that the computer vision technology can be used to detect turbidity accurately in the middle and high turbidity range. In Fig. 5(a) , we compared eight turbidity detection methods based on computer vision, in which there is including one method of using the smartphone to detect infrared attenuation intensity. Meanwhile, three measurement ranges of the HACH 2100AN turbidimeter are used as a reference. In the low range, the VOLUME 6, 2018 resolution of turbidimeter is higher, and the error of imagebased method is large, which can not meet the requirements of high precision and high resolution. Nevertheless, in the medium and high range, the error of the method based on color feature, gray gradient and frequency domain feature approaches the error of turbidimeter, which indicates that the turbidity detection methods based on computer vision can replace the turbidimeter in medium and high range.
According to the classification method of different image sources, we have chosen the method with the largest range in each image source for comparison, which is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Even if the same feature extraction method is adopted, the difference of the image acquisition method will significantly affect the measurement range and accuracy. The error of sampling image method is the smallest, because it is easy to control light source, background, and feature selection methods. In the case of using a water surface image, because of the uncertainty of the incident angle, background, and shooting angle of the light source (e.g., sunlight), many image features are difficult to be extracted accurately. This method that only extracts a single image feature is poorly stable, so a variety of feature combinations or a large number of training models with different angles and backgrounds are the solutions to this problem. However, for the method based on water surface images, the resolution of turbidity can meet the wide application value and the significance of environmental protection as long as it reaches 1 NTU in low range. The method based on underwater measurement can be applied in high turbidity liquid, but the need of regular cleaning limits the application in the turbidity detection on the vertical surface of water body, and the key to meet this demand is to design an underwater automatic and real-time detection system.
For the turbidity detection methods or systems of these different image sources, we list the representative methods or system names in Appendix, and show the range, error, features, principle, relationship model, and main equipment of each method in detail. The disadvantages and future work are both pointed out. Their basic principles are similar, which is based on the relationship between the degree of light attenuation and the change of image features in different turbidity liquid. However, even with the same image features, different systems, image preprocessing, and model selection will result in differences in range and accuracy. Fig. 5(c) shows the contrast of seven image features. The method based on the reflection intensity of the RGB bands (i.e., color feature) in images can reach the minimum error and near the turbidimeter accuracy, because the combination of different wavebands is one of the key factors to reduce detection error. In addition, the method based on gray gradient and spectral energy information is of great application value in high turbidity range.
Note, we need to be aware that the upper limit of the turbidity of drinking water and lake water is very low [29] . However, the error of turbidity detection based on image recognition in low range is between 20% and 25%, and the resolution is generally only on the order of 1 NTU, which is much higher than 0.001 NTU in HACH 2100AN turbidimeter. Therefore, each module can be improved to achieve better accuracy and resolution. As shown in Table 4 , we summarize the existing image-based methods of image preprocessing, feature extraction and relational modeling. There are a lot of image preprocessing algorithms and image feature extraction algorithms, but there are few methods used now. These methods are more advantageous if there are not very sensitive to image luminance changes (e.g., band decomposition and combination). Currently, researchers widely use invisible images, especially remote sensing images, to detect large-scale water quality data including turbidity. The problem with this method is that it is difficult to obtain real-time data, difficult to be popularized and difficult to detect the turbidity of a fixed location or a sample. Besides, because of atmospheric interference, its accuracy and resolution are unlikely to reach the level of the turbidimeter. However, we can get inspiration from the image band combination, the inversion model establishment, and the neural network algorithm of this method. For example, the deep neural network model is very impressive for improving the accuracy of this method. For discrete classification using neural networks, continuous turbidity values can be obtained by adding a linear map in the last layer, but this also requires a large enough annotated dataset to support these researches. In particular, high-precision model training of large standard comparison libraries based on convolutional neural networks [77] and real-time detection of turbidity based on recurrent neural networks [78] and surveillance video are feasible.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper reviewed the existing researches on turbidity detection based on computer vision, and summarized the principle, range, error, feature extraction, relationship model, system equipment, deficiency, and technical framework of these typical methods. In this review, the imagebased turbidity detection methods were divided into four categories according to different image sources, and seven image features extracted in these studies were also pointed out. This review described a common principle and necessary system equipment of existing researches, built a unified technical framework, found out existing problems, and directed future work on systems, algorithms, and unified standards.
Based on the analysis of existing work, image-based turbidity detection methods can reach the same accuracy of turbidimeter in medium and high range, which suggests that this technology can be applied in some scenarios such as wastewater classification, replacing expensive, fragile, and difficult to operate turbidimeter. However, in the turbidity detection of low range such as drinking water and clear lake water, it is necessary to further improve in imaging systems, feature extraction, and modeling algorithms to improve accuracy and resolution.
In this paper, we provided a comparison and framework to find better feature extraction and modeling methods, and we also presented state-of-the-art turbidity detection methods based on computer vision, which balance cost, convenience, and space-time coverage. Finally, we should pay more attention to the following aspects in the future work:
• System. In order to get higher quality images, we can improve the quality of light source, increase the background comparison, and use better imaging equipment (e.g. CCD or CMOS, high resolution camera, etc.). Another important aspect is to get images from different angles, and then combine the features of these angles. We can also design more automated systems to achieve detection automation, such as automatic sampling, drainage, cleaning, etc. In short, it is very important to capture images in a controlled environment.
• Algorithm. Firstly, we can pay attention to the work of image preprocessing, e.g., image brightness correction, image enhancement, image denoising, and image segmentation, etc. In feature extraction module, we can combine multiple features including the combination of light reflectivity of each band. We can also try other color spaces that are less impacted to light, e.g., HSV. In relationship model building module, we can try deep neural network model, e.g., CNN and RNN.
• Unified standards. The unified standards include a unified standard comparison library, a unified imaging protocol, etc. The standard comparison library can be accomplished by establishing a global or multi-regional standard for different water quality in the world. A unified protocol of resolution, storage, and transmission of images can be established, and software can also be developed to increase the resolution and reproducibility of turbidity detection.
APPENDIX
See Table 5 . 
